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Representative Karamatsu and Members of the Committee:

The Department of Public Safety supports Senate Bill 2745 SD2 HD1 that

is the department's vehicle to update Hawaii's controlled substance laws to be

consistent with amendments made in Federal law and to schedule Salvia

divinorum and its constituent Salvinorin A permanently as a schedule I controlled

substance as mandated by Section 329-11. The amendments being proposed

by Senate Bill 2745 SD2 would add new drugs to schedules II (Tapentadol), IV

(Fospropofol) and V (Lacosamide) of Hawaii's controlled substance laws

sections, 329-16(c), 329-20(b) and 329-22(d) to be consistent with additions

made by Federal law in 2009. The addition of these controlled substances is

required by section 329-11 (d) Hawaii Revised statues.

"An Equal Opportunity Employer/Agency"
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Section 329-11 (d) states that if a substance is added, deleted or

rescheduled under federal law then the department shall recommend to the

legislature that a corresponding change in Hawaii law be made. In 2009 the

Federal Government scheduled the following controlled substances: Tapentadol

to schedule II on 6-22-09, Fospropofol to schedule IV on 11-5-09 and

Lacosamide ([(R)-2-acetoamido-N-benzyl-3-methoxy-propionamide]) to schedule

V on 6-22-09.

Senate Bill 2745 SD2 HD1 also places the controlled substance Salvia

divinorum and its constituent SalvinorinA permanently in Section 329-14(d) as a

Schedule I controlled Substance. On August 15, 2009, in accordance with

Chapter 329-11 (e) the Administrator of the Department of Public Safety's Narcotics

Enforcement Division emergency scheduled Salvia divinorum and its constituent

Salvinorin A and Divinorian A as schedule I controlled substances on a temporary

basis, to avoid the possibility of an imminent hazard to the health and safety of the

public. Hawaii has had reported cases of the abuse of Salvia divinorum and

recently on the island of Maui two minors had to be treated in the hospital for

adverse reactions to the use of the drug.

Section 329-11 (e) states that the Administrator of the Department of

Public Safety's Narcotics Enforcement Division may make an emergency

scheduling by placing a substance into schedules I, II, III, IV or V on a temporary

basis, if the administrator determines that such action is necessary to avoid an
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imminent hazard or the possibility of an imminent hazard to the health and safety

of the pUblic.

The Drug Enforcement Administration unlike Hawaii has found a way to

deal with the substance "Salvia divinorum or its constituent Salvinorin A" as a

controlled substance analogue as defined in 21 USC Sec. 802 (32). The Federal

Government has determined that this substance does not have an approved

medical use in the United States and is presently listed as a "drug of concern" by

the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration due its ability to evoke

hallucinogenic effects, which in general, are similar to those of other scheduled

hallucinogenic controlled substances. This definition allows the Federal

government to treat Salvia Divinorum and/or Salvinorin A as a controlled

substance analogue if it is used for human consumption as a psychoactive drug.

This leaves a loophole in the law for individuals selling this drug labeled as not

for human consumption. As of January 2010, fourteen states have enacted

legislation placing regulatory controls on Salvia Divinorum and/or Salvinorin A

due to its hallucinogenic properties. Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Kansas,

Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota

and Virginia have placed Salvia Divinorum and/or Salvinorin A into schedule I.

Louisiana, and Tennessee enacted other forms of legislation restricting the

distribution of the plant and making human consumption of Salvia illegal.

California and Maine passed legislation making it illegal to sell Salvia to minors.

During last legislative session Oregon, Alaska, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Iowa,
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Georgia, Texas, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Alabama, Indiana, Maryland,

Michigan, Hawaii, Kentucky, North Carolina proposed legislative bills to place

regulatory controls on Salvia Divinorum and/or Salvinorin A. Salvia Divinorum

and/or Salvinorin A have also been placed under regulatory controls in Australia,

Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Italy, Japan, Spain, and Sweden due to its

potential for abuse.

Senate Bill 2745 SD2 HD1 proposes to amend section 329-35 to be

consistent with federal language listed in Title 21, Chapter II, Part 1301.37

relating to the "Order to Show Cause" and to clarify the department's requirement

to provide notice when revoking or suspending a registrant's controlled

substance registration certificate. Senate Bill 2745 SD2 proposes to amend

section 329-64 relating to exemptions to the requirements of precursor chemicals

by requiring all individuals and entities that conduct retail sales of

pseudoephedrine obtain a precursor chemical permit. Section 329-64 is also

amended to delete the exemption for the retail sales of dietary supplements that

contain ephedrine due to the fact that the chemical Ephedrine was designated as

a drug to be dispensed by prescription only by Act 171 in 2006.

Senate Bill 2745 SD2 HD1 also proposes to amend Hawaii's electronic

prescription monitoring program by amending section 329-101 (f) to clarify the

language relating to the penalty for failure to transmit controlled substance

prescription data to the Department due to non-compliance by pharmacies and

physicians. Senate Bill 2745 SD2 HD1 amends section 329-104(e) by changing
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the requirement for the designated state agency to purge the patient identification

number data on all controlled substance prescriptions after three years to five

years. Maintaining these identification numbers for longer than 3 years is

necessary due to administrative, civil and regulatory investigations that last

longer than three years.

The Department is requesting that on page 17, line 17 that the

implementation date be changed from July1, 2050 to "upon approval".

In summary the Department of Public Safety strongly supports passage of

Senate Bill 2745 SD2 HD1 and would like to thank you for the opportunity to

testify on this matter.
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The Jon Riki Karamatsu, Chair
and Members

Committee on Judiciary
House of Representatives
State Capitol
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Chair Karamatsu and Members:

Subject: Senate Bill No. 2745, S.D. 2, H.D. 1, Relating to Controlled Substances

I am Lester Hite, Captain of the NarcoticslVice Division of the Honolulu Police
Department, City and County of Honolulu.

The Honolulu Police Department supports Senate Bill No. 2745, S.D. 2, H.D. 1,
Relating to Controlled Substances.

To ensure consistency in the regulation and enforcement of controlled
substances, the Federal Controlled Substances Act serves as the basis for classification
of all controlled substances on a national level. It is the model upon which the Uniform
Controlled Substances Act, chapter 329, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is based. Passage
of this bill will update chapter 329 to be consistent with the Federal Controlled
Substances Act.

The Honolulu Police Department urges you to support Senate Bill No. 2745,
S.D. 2, H.D. 1, Relating to Controlled Substances.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

APPROVED:

f"Jf.v LOUIS M. KEALOHA
Chief of Police

Sincerely,

cf~-f{Cb~
I

LESTER HITE, Captain
NarcoticslVice Division

SaVing and Protecting With Akl/m
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The Drug Policy Forum of Hawai'i writes in opposition to SB 2745 SD2 HDt
Relating to Controlled Substances. Specifically, DPFH opposes the addition of
salvia divinorum to Schedule 1of the controlled substances list; the most restrictive
of all schedules. Salvia divinorum has NOT been added to the federal controlled
substance list. After ten years of research, the DEA has not added salvia to
Schedule I. We ask that the committee delete lines 40,41, and 42 from this
measure.

In order to emergency schedule this drug, (HRS§329-11) the Department of Public
Safety (DPS) shall assess the degree ofdanger or probable danger of the substance
by considering:

a) Its history and current pattern of abuse;
b) The scope, duration, and significance of abuse; and
c) A judgment of the degree of actual or probable detriment that may result
from the abuse of the substance.

None of the above has been shown. Salvia does not meet the criteria for Schedule I
drugs. There are no studies suggesting that salvia is addictive or its users prone to
overdose or abuse, the criteria for adding drugs to the controlled substances
schedule. In fact, potential for addiction is extremely low; physical toxicity is
extremely low-lower than tobacco; and acute impairment is moderately high, but
of a very short duration, ten minutes or so. (See attachments)

There have been no documented cases of fatal or near fatal incidences involving the
drug. Reports of salvia-related emergency room admissions are virtually non
existent, likely because its effects typically vanish in a few minutes.

Dedicated to safe, responSible, and effective drug policies since 1993
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At a time when
financial
resources are
extremely
strained, law
enforcement has
more serious
matters and more
dangerous drugs
to deal with.
Simply because a
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drug is an intoxicant does not mean it should be illegal. It does not make sense to add a drug to a
schedule without the necessary scientific information.

The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) has spent more than a decade studying whether to add
salvia to its list of controlled substances and has not done so. Bertha Madras, a deputy director of the
Office ofNational Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) said that "there is an absence of good hard cold
information" to schedule salvia.

Salvia divinorum is an internet fad. Adding it to the controlled substances list will mainly criminalize
teens and young adults. Criminal records create hanns that far outweigh the dangers of the drug. Although
teen use of any drug is concerning, by outlawing and prohibiting it, legislators will make the problem
worse. Teen access to the drug can be curbed by enacting age controls and placing restrictions similar to
those on tobacco and alcohol. Criminalizing drugs makes their access easier for young people because the
criminal market does not check ID's for age. As a compromise, we suggest HB 1335 which restricts sales
to minors.

Although the Department of Public Safety claims that there is no medical use for salvia, doctors at Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine are currently conducting research on Salvinorum A. Claiming
that there is no medical use is premature, scheduling drugs in Schedule I prohibits almost all medical
research on the drug.

I have attached two documents from testimony to the Maryland Legislature by Matthew W. Johnson,
Ph.D. of Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine who is conducting research on salvia:

1. "Domains ofConcern for Drugs of Abuse, 3 Major Categories of Potential Hann to Selfand
Society.

2. A table with the variety ofoptions available to regulate dangerous drugs and the placement of
other drugs on the schedules.

We urge the committee to remove the proposed scheduling of salvia from this measure. Scheduling of
drugs should be made on scientific information. Public policy must not be made on myths, falsehoods and
by sensationalized fear.
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Domains of Concern for Drugs of Abuse
3 Major Categories of Potential Harm to Self and Society

1. Potential for addiction (physical or psychological dependence):

Salvia divinorum appears to be Extremely low

For comparison, cocaine, heroin and nicotine are extremely high, marijuana and alcohol are moderate, and
LSD is extremely low

• Unlike drugs such as cocaine, heroin, and (to a lesser degree) marijuana, there is no convincing evidence
that Salvia divinorum leads to addiction

• In animal experiments that are indicators of addiction potential, Salvia divinorum appears to be the
opposite of an addictive drug. In other words, animals avoid it when given a choice

• A hallmark feature of addictive drugs is that they increase dopamine in a special area of the brain, call the
shell of the nucleus accumbens, which is often referred as the rewards center in the brain. Addictive drugs
such as cocaine, heroine, morphine, and even marijuana increase dopamine in this area. Salvia
divinorum, in contrast, lowers dopamine in this area, consistent with its aversive effects in animals and
many people.

• Survey research and interviews With human users also suggest that most people who try Salvia divinorum
do not try it again. Such users typically state that the effects are too intense and bizarre, and that the drug
does not provide an enjoyable or euphoric "high,M as with addicted drugs.

• Not a single case report of addiction has appeared in the medical literature or has been reported by
addictions treatment centers to our knOWledge. Note that because programs typically ask patients to report
all drugs they have used recreationally, some have reported use of Salvia divinorum, However,
dependence on Salvia divinorum per se has not been reported to our knowledge.

2. Physical toxicity (organ damage, nerve damage, brain damage):

Salvia divinorum appears to be Extremely low

For comparison, abused solvents, heroin, and tobacco are extremely high, alcohol is moderate, and LSD is
extremely low

• Animal studies show no evidence of organ toxicity or brain damage even at dose many times higher
than those that are abused

• Overdose fatally therefore is extremely improbable, and has never been reported

3. Acute impairment (intoxication; relevant to accidents, errors in judgment, ability to drive):

Salvia divinorum appears to be Moderately High

For comparison, LSD and alcohol (at high doses) are extremely high, cocaine and marijuana are moderate,
and nicotine is extremely low

• High doses can cause extreme short-term motor impairment and confusion

• However, no Emergency Department mentions have been made about accidents while impaired, perhaps
because the effects are so short lasting (major effects lasting about 10 minutes or less). Therefore,
impairment potential for Salvia divinorum may be lower than high doses of alcohol or long-acting
hallucinogens such as LSD, for which impairment can last many hours
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A wide variety of oplioos are CUlT'eOtIy used for regulating dangerous drugs of abuse In the United States. Note that soma extremely dangerous substances are In the most
restrictive class (heroin). willie other extremely dangerous drugs are in the least restrictive class (abused solvents). with many other extremely dangerous drugs in between.
Therefore. classlfication is based not only on potential dangers, but also on potential medical, indusllial. and practical conslderalloos.

Tvo<t of reaulallon F_I Schedule ouldellnes Ex.mnl.. Relevant Comment.
Schedule I High potentia! for abuse and no_I use • Hemin Some of these drugs are associated wilh clear end drama1lc

-.. on public heallll. and load to addiction. soch that !hoy am
• Marijuana (n<JIe lhallhe active Ill"""" in 1118 very most restricted category by society. For

ingfedient THC Is scheduled ...ample. II1e dear dom_ hemin abuse has caused In
lower. in Sdledule 111) Baltimore (societal.nd personal d.gradatlon. overdose fatalities,

HIVIAIDS)
• PCp. LSD

Schedule II High poIenliallor alma, accepted msdiceI • Cocaine • Cocaine is used medically in nose/throat SUI'\lBIY as a local
use; use mey lead to high IeYeIs of ._thetic
dependence • Opioids such es morphine and • Oploids are inva~epain relievers in medicine

Oxyron~ • Methamphetamine, ~etamine are used In treatment of
High level of I'llgUlstion and control of d>!_ end adull ADHD
prescription .- by OEA • Mothemphetamine and

amphetamine Many of 11\_ drugs can be eJdr8me!y addictive. even lllOI'e $0

than :some drugs in schedule I. but ....e nonetheless valuable end
widely used in madlcine and medical roseardl

Seheduies III - V Some potential for abuse and dependence. • Anabolic steroids (111) , Steroids used medically in many cin:umslllnces
llul ..... than higher schedu\e$ (abuse • Op;oids are invaluable pain relie...." in medicine
potenIiDI of Schedute 3 is lesslhan Sd1BduIe • Some opiolds. eg.,~ (III) , FOA-approved THC used rml<lic8IIy to treat nausea in
2; abusa potential 01 Sctledule 4 less than chemotherapy
SChedule 3, ele.) , Ma_ (III) (FDA-approvad • 5edaUve used modically to treatlnsomnla

THe. active constituent of
Dlflore"t Schedules (III - V) have dilIsre"t marijuana Some of lIlese drugs, such as sedatives. are Involved in many
RgUIations about medical ...... such as deaths pet' year when abused. but a", noneth...... veIuabIe in
frequency of allowable I"esc<lption ",rals ' 5edaUves (IV) sud> as Xanaxel medicina and medical researdl

andVallum<ll>

Regulalion of sales with ege restricticn N/A ' Alcohol Alcohol is responsible lor 100.000 deaths/year In U.S., second
(must be 21~ restrictions on public use; only to tobacoo in fatalities.
slrid prohibition of public Irnpainnenl
and impaired driving Enfort:emenl of drunk driving laws has saved!l1o<Jsands 0I1iYBs

Regulation d sales with entorcement of NlA 'Tobacco Tobacco is responsible for 400.000 dealhslyear in U.S.; 2-3
age restriellon (must be 18); pUblic million deaths/year world-wide. More then any other drug.
health/education focus ' Over·the-<:ounter madicatlons

such Robotusin€l and Sudafedf) Tobacco Is a good example in wI1idl this form of regulaticn has
(very powerful drugs of alma al been efIedive. Smolting ratos in the US heve been cut roughly In
high doses) half since peal< rates In the 19500 and 19600. primarily through

education. public heaflh warnings, and age restriction

Limited or no regulation; public N/A • Solvents like gasoline. and Among lIle most toxic and dangerous of all drugs of abuse •
heallhleducatlon focus chemicalS tn painl thinner and many teens and children die from "hUlling" and "snllfong glue'

model airplane glue every yoar; pannanen! brein damaga

Value 10 society In other r...peels Is substantial. such that the
bast approach has """" judged to be primarily education and
public heelth warnings
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S.B. 2745, SD2, HDI - Relating to Controlled Substances
Hearing: Thursday, March 25, 2010 at 2:45 pm

Dear Chair Karamatsu and Members of the Committee:

Walgreens operates and offers immunization services in all 50 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. In Hawai'i, Walgreens now has 9 stores on the
islands of Maui and Oahu.

Walgreens submits comments regarding S.B. 2745, SD2, HDI which
amends Hawai'i's controlled substances law.

Walgreens supports the amendment made in S.B. 2745, SDl, which on
page 15, lines 7-13, restores the standard for failure to transmit required information from
any failure to transmit such information to an "intentional or knowing" failure. The
"intentional or knowing" is fair because it would prevent a misdemeanor violation and
immediate suspension of a pharmacy's ability to dispense medications for inadvertent
reporting errors (for example, due to interruptions in reporting, or time spent contacting
patients to make error corrections).

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.
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